Abstract-In a memoryless vector quantization system, each image block is independently encoded as a corresponding index and then an index table will be generated. In this paper, we propose two novel schemes to compress the index table without introducing extra encoding distortion. Both our schemes exploit the characteristic that the blocks of images are highly correlated to find the same or similar index from the neighboring indices in the compression process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vector quantization (VQ) is an effective compression scheme of digital images for the purpose of transmission and storage [3, 12] . The major advantages of VQ are that the compression rate is very high and the hardware of decoder is very simple. In a VQ system, some standard images are first divided into smaller blocks for training a codebook, including representative codewords (multidimensional vectors), by using some previously proposed techniques such as LBG algorithm [9] .
The representative codebook will be further referred in the both encoding and decoding process. In the encoding process, input vectors (multi-dimensional vectors) of the original images are then individually quantized to the closest codewords in the codebook. Compression is achieved by transmitting or storing the indices of closest codewords instead of the original pixels. In the decoding process, reconstruction of the images can be implemented by using index-based codebook look-up procedure.
The VQ scheme [3] can be mainly classified into two categories: memoryless VQ and memory VQ. In a memory VQ, image blocks are encoded dependently such as finite-state VQ (FSVQ) [2, 6] . FSVQ employs the previously encoded blocks to make a selection only from the sub-codebook of a much smaller size. Therefore, it may introduce some extra coding distortion. There are several other related techniques such as predictive VQ (PVQ) [4, 5] and address VQ (AVQ) [11] . PVQ can be regarded as an extension of vector quantization. AVQ is based on exploiting the inter-block correlation by encoding a group of blocks together using an addresscodebook. But in general, most of the memory VQ schemes are very complicated for hardware implementation and require more computational cost than memoryless VQ.
On the contrary, memoryless VQ schemes exploit the high correlation and the spatial redundancy between neighboring pixels; meanwhile, they ignore the spatial redundancy between neighboring image blocks. In other words, each image block is encoded independently, while its corresponding index is sent to the decoder. Several efficient techniques have been proposed, such as indexcompressed VQ (ICVQ) [13] , predictive mean search algorithm (PMS) [10] , and search-order coding (SOC) [7] , etc. The SOC scheme further achieves the goal of compression in the index domain rather than in the pixel domain. Its main concept is to search the same index from the neighboring indices of the current processing index and then use search-order codes as the encoded codes. Compression can be achieved when the length of binary representation of search-order codes is shorter than the number of bits required by the original index value. It has been proved that SOC is efficient in improving the image compression rate [7] .
In this paper, we propose two novel schemes to further compress the VQ index table of images based on the SOC scheme without losing any image quality by the original VQ encoding. To attain our goal, at first, we rearrange the order of the codewords in a codebook by using the principle component analysis (PCA) technique [1, 8] such that neighboring image blocks are likely to be encoded by similar indices. Furthermore, the concept of state codebook is then exploited to keep the closest codewords of these similar indices in the codebook. The main idea behind our schemes is that we try to search a same index with the current processing index from state codebook, if we could not directly find a same index from the neighboring indices.
Besides, our second scheme excludes the repetitive indices from the search path to further improve our first scheme. Simulation results indicate that both our newly proposed schemes achieve significant reduction of bit rate without losing any image quality by the original VQ encoding. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of some related works, including the PCA technique [8] and SOC algorithm [7] . In Section 3, the proposed schemes shall be described in detail. Finally, in Section 4, simulation results shall be given, followed by some conclusions in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
For the purpose of minimizing the difference of neighboring indices, the principal component analysis technique showed in Subsection A will be first exploited to sort the codewords in a codebook. And then, the VQ and search-order coding (SOC) scheme will be described in Subsections B and C, respectively.
A. The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Technique
PCA is an efficient technique for sorting multidimensional vectors. The concept of PCA is to find a special axis onto which all multi-dimensional vectors can be projected.
Through these projections, the corresponding projected points on the special axis can keep the greatest relative differences between any two multi-dimensional vectors. It means that sorting of multidimensional vectors can be achieved by sorting their corresponding projected points. Now the main problem is how to find the special projection axis. An algorithm which has been proposed by Lee et al. [8] for finding the special axis is as follows:
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. Sorting of the multi-dimensional vectors can then be performed according to sorting of their projection points.
B. Review of Vector Quantization Algorithm
In recent years, there is an explosive growth in the networks for transmitting digital media or other types of files. With the rapid development of the network technologies, digital media can be transmitted directly via the computer network. Therefore, how to reduce the amount of the transmitted data becomes an important issue.
To handle this issue, data compression is employed. Data compression is a critical technique to diminish the amount of data such as images, audio, and video. One of the most common and popular data compression techniques is VQ, which was proposed by Gray in 1984 [3] and is an important technique for lowbit-rate image compression. In the following, the detail of VQ, which will be applied to our proposed method, is introduced.
VQ consists of three steps: (1) codebook design, (2) the encoding phase and (3) the decoding phase. At first, a codebook K which is composed of the most representative codewords must be constructed. Then K will be employed in both the encoding phase and the decoding phase. Generating a perfect codebook from a large amount of training set is an essential work in VQ. Even though many codebook design algorithms have been proposed, the most famous one is LBG algorithm which was presented by Linde, Buzo and Gray in 1980 [9] . LBG algorithm for designing the codebook is an iterative algorithm that splits the training sets and updates the codebook iteratively.
A perfect codebook is generated by a good initial guess and a fast convergence to obtain the most representative codewords.
In the encoding phase, the input image S is divided into many non-overlapping square blocks of size p×p pixels, and each of them stands for a p2-dimension vector.
The Suppose that the finite set
the codebook of size n, where As a result, the corresponding distortion is minimal. Then, as shown in Figure 1 , the index x of codeword k x which is mapped from the input vector is transmitted to the decoder rather than the input vector Sj. Owing to that the input vector is replaced by the index of k x , the number of bits used for representing the index x of the codeword k x is smaller than that of the input vector Sj. Thus, the original image is compressed. For example, assume that the size of the codebook is set to be 256, and each codeword is represented by a 16-dimension vector in general. And, bpp, defined the number of the required bits for one pixel, is applied to measure the compression ratio. The bpp value of the compressed image is 0.5 since the number of bits used for representing the codeword is eight in the above example.
In terms of image compression, the good compression ratio is provided by VQ. In the decoding phase, the codebook of the decoder is identical to that of the encoder. The decoder receives each index x which is transmitted by the encoder, and an easy look-up table operation is performed to find the corresponding codeword x k . As a result, the codeword x k is employed to reconstruct the input vector Sj. The original image is reconstructed by repeating the above processes for all the received indices. The computation load of VQ is quite low such that it is superior to other compression techniques.
VQ provides the good compression ratio and the good image quality of the reconstructed image. The size of codebook can be adjusted to be larger if we want get the higher PSNR value of the recovered image. Note that the greater the PSNR value of the reconstructed image is, the worse the compression ratio will be.
C. Review of the Search-Order Coding Algorithm
The proposed search-order coding (SOC) algorithm [7] is a technique to further achieve image compression on the index table of VQ [3] and does not cause coding distortion again. Its main concept is based on two image characteristics: the neighboring blocks are highly corresponding to the same indices and an image is generally encoded block by block in a raster scan order (i.e. from left to right and from top to bottom). For an index table, SOC searches the previously generated VQ indices and uses the corresponding search-order codes as the compression codes if any previous index matches the current index. Compression can be achieved when the search-order codes which are binary representations are less than the original VQ index. Now the problems are to find the matched one of previous indices with the current index and generate the relative search-order codes.
According to the raster scan order, the current index is denoted as a search center (SC) and one of previous encoding indices is the starting search point (SSP). For example, in Figure 2 , there are two 7 7 × index tables, where the black dot is the SC and starting search point (SSP) is defined in Figure 3 . It is obvious that these two index tables (shown in Figures 2(a) and 1(b) ) demonstrate two different search paths for searching a same index value with the SC. The solid boundary squares are the search points (SP) which are previously encoded based on the raster scan order. In other words, non-search points can not be considered in a search path because they are encoded after SC. Note that in each search, it must search the SPs along the search path, 1st level, 2nd level, …, and so on, until the first same index is found or none of the SPs is matched.
In Figure 3 , there are four starting search points (SSP) defined by the SOC algorithm. To start a search, the SSP must be determined at first. And then four SPs in the 1st level will be searched for. If any same index is found, the search-order codes will be sent to the decoder. Otherwise, the SPs in the 2nd level will be considered. If none of the SPs is matched, the original index value of SC is sent. To distinguish the search-order codes from the original index value by the decoder, an extra bit, called an indicator, is also sent to the decoder in the front of them. Based on our observation, there are usually many repetition indices in the neighborhood of the SC. A repetition index means that its index value is equal to the previous SP along the search path. If they are excluded in a search path, it will increase the probability of finding the matched one. For example, in Figure 4 , the index of (3,3), which equals to 27, is the SC and SSP equals to 1. Here the repetition indices are (2,2) and (3,1), which are equal to 29 and 32, respectively. Once they are included, the matched index of (2,1), which also equals to 27 will be lost in this search because the number of bits assigned to search-order codes, n, is limited. In this example, n is equal to 2. If we ignore the repetition indices, we can find the corresponding search-order codes, 11, of the SC. In the decoding process, the decoding order is also in the raster scan order. After received the compression codes, the decoder can distinguish the search-order codes form the original index value according to its indicator. Then the similar search procedure with the encoding process is performed. Note that the values of SSP and n are equal to those of the encoding process. When the index table is recovered, the image can be reconstructed by using the traditional VQ codebook look-up procedure.
III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, we propose two schemes based on the SOC algorithm in improving compression rate of images. The first scheme exploits the basic state codebook to keep the closest codewords, and the second scheme improves the state codebook for further reducing the bit rate. They will be described in Subsection A and B in detail, respectively.
A. The Basic State Codebook Scheme
By the SOC algorithm, it just searches the same index value around the current processing index. In other words, SOC ignores the similar indices, if it fails to find the same one. For the purpose of further increasing the compression rate, our scheme finds the similar indices around the current encoding index and then encodes it as the shorter length than its original index value. To make sure the difference of neighboring indices is minimal, we apply the principal component analysis (PCA) technique to sort the codewords in the codebook that generated by the original VQ encoding. In addition, the raster scan order (i.e., from left to right and top to bottom) is also applied in our scheme to scan the index table.
In our first proposed encoding scheme, all the indices in the index table shall be classified into three groups. In the first group, it contains the indices that can be encoded as search-order codes by using SOC. In the second group, it contains the indices that can be encoded by using state codebook. The state codebook is a much smaller subcodebook of the original VQ codebook (i.e., super codebook) and consists of the indices of the closest codewords. Note that the codewords in the original VQ codebook have been sorted by the PCA technique, the closest codewords of each codeword may appear nearby. It is easy to find the similar indices for the current index. Furthermore, the state codebook is generated in real-time in the both encoding and decoding processes. It is not necessary to store the state codebooks. In the third group, it contains the rest indices excluded from the first and second group in the index table. In order to distinguish these three groups in the compression codes by the decoder, an extra indicator (one or two bits) should be added in the front of the compression codes of each index.
To begin the encoding process, all the indices in the index table shall be encoded sequentially. For the current processing index, we first check whether this index belongs to the first group or not. The SOC algorithm is executed to search around this index for finding a same one in the predefined search order. If the result is positive, this index is classified into the first group. Then, the compression codes of this index are an indicator plus search-order codes. According to our simulation results, the indicator in the first group is one bit instead of two bits, achieves better compression rate.
If the current processing index does not belong to the first group, we further check whether this index belongs to the second group or not. If this index does not belong to the first group, the similar indices with the current index may exist in the predefined search path. In our scheme, we search a same index with the current index from the closest codewords of those similar indices. It means that the state codebook will be generated in realtime and consists of several closest codewords. Since the codebook has been sorted by PCA technique, the closest codewords of each index in the codebook must appear nearby. Note that the number of those similar indices which we want to search for is predefined and denotes as the parameter, Hence, the size of state codebook will be j i 2 2 × . Once we find a same index with the current index in the state codebook, the current index is classified into the second group. The compression codes of this index are an indicator plus the index, which is corresponding to the found same index, of the state codebook. Here the indicator is two bits and the number of bits of the index for the state codebook is j i + . Figure 5 , first, we assume that the number of bits of search-order codes, m, equals to 2 and search direction, SSP, equals to 1 by executing the SOC algorithm. We can find that the current index (3,3) does not belong to the first group because we can not find a same index in the predefined search path. Here its similar neighboring indices are the indices of (3,2), (2,2), (2, 4) and (3, 1) , which equal to 55, 54, 52 and 46. Now we start to check whether the current index belongs to the second group or not. Assume that FIGURE 5 From Table I , the same index with the current index in the state codebook was found at the index, "1110", of the state codebook. It means that the current index belongs to the second group. Therefore, in this example, the compression codes of the current index (3, 3) , which equals to 47, are two bits indicator plus "1110".
Once no match is found in the state codebook for the current index, the current index belongs to the third group. Its compression codes will be a two-bit indicator plus its original VQ index value. Note that each index in the index table will be just classified into only one group. A detail description of the proposed algorithm is given as follows:
The Proposed Encoding Algorithm Input: Each block of an image using the raster scan order. Output: The compression codes of the input image.
Step 1: Aiming at the current processing block, exploit traditional VQ encoding scheme to generate its corresponding index. If the index belongs to the first group, a one-bit indicator ("0" is commonly in use) plus the search-order codes are outputted as its compression codes and go to Step 4. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2: If the index belongs to the second group, a twobit indicator ("10" is commonly in use) plus the index of the state codebook are outputted and go to Step 4. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3: The index belongs to the third group. A two-bit indicator ("11" is commonly in use) plus the original VQ index value are outputted. And then go to Step 4.
Step 4: Repeat Steps 1 to 4 until all the blocks in the input image are processed. As for the decoder, the decoding process is also in the raster scan order. According to the indicator of each index of the received compression codes, the decoder can distinguish each group. If the indicator indicates the first group, the index will be recovered by using the SOC algorithm. On the contrary, if the indicator indicates the second group, the same state codebook with the previous encoding process will be generated for recovering this index. Finally, if the indicator indicates the third group, the index will be recovered by using its original VQ index value.
B. The Optimized State Codebook Scheme
This improvement is designed on the observation that there may exist some repetition indices in the basic state codebook presented in Subsection 3.1. The repetition index signifies an index whose value is equal to that of previous indices that have been stored in the state codebook and the similar indices searched in the predefined search path. For the example of Table 1 , the repetition indices are "0101", "0111", "1010" and "1011". Due to these repetitions, the search procedure of the state codebook will yield redundant search and thereby decrease the coding efficiency. Therefore, the exclusion of repetition indices will increase the possibility for finding matched index from the optimized state codebook because the number of closest codewords, For the example of Figure 6 , the current index (3,3), which equals to 61, will be classified into the third group if we do not exclude repetition indices from the state codebook. Table 2 shows the optimized state codebook of the current index (3, 3) . In this case, (3,3) will be classified into the second group because the matched index is "1011". According to the simulation results, Both the basic state codebook and optimized state codebook schemes significantly achieve lower bit rate than the SOC scheme. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments have been performed for the two proposed lossless index compression schemes using several 512 512 × monochrome standard images with 256 gray levels shown in Figure 7 . As for our codebook, which was designed by using six standard images, Airplane, Boat, Lena, Sailboat, Tiffany and Toys, of 512 512 × pixels with 256 gray levels and the wellknown LBG algorithm [9] . In our experiments, the size of each image block is 4 4 × pixels. The comparisons of compression rate between each scheme shall be shown with bit rate (bits/pixel, i.e., bpp) system. In other words, the bit rate of the proposed scheme is given by Table III shows the comparison of the bit rate by using our designed codebook with 256 codewords. Note that for the traditional memoryless VQ, the bit rate is 0.5 bits/pixel for codebook of size 256. In Table III , the implemental parameters of SOC, n and SSP, equal to 2 and 1 suggested by the authors [7] . The former means the number of bits assigned to the search-order codes is 2 and the latter means the starting search point is 1. In addition, our Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 are designed using the basic state codebook and the optimized state codebook proposed in Subsection 3.A and 3.B, respectively. Here, the parameters, m, i, j, are 2, 2, 3, which are predefined. From Table III , the bit rates of our schemes are obviously less than that of the SOC scheme. Furthermore, the bit rate of Scheme 2 is also less than Scheme 1 since the exclusion of the repetition indices in the state codebook. Table 3 , except the size of codebook are 512 and 1024, individually. Note that for codebook of sizes 512 and 1024, the bit rates of the traditional memoryless VQ scheme are 0.5625 and 0.625. From the experiment, it is obvious that our scheme 1 and 2 still present better performance than the SOC algorithm and traditional memoryless VQ scheme no matter even in the worse scenario. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Two newly schemes have been proposed for VQ index compression.
They are designed based on the observation that the high correlation of neighboring blocks in an image. In order to employ this characteristic, the only thing we need to do is sorting of the codewords in a codebook. With the help of the PCA technique, this aim is easily attained. To increase the compression rate, both our schemes first uses the search-order coding algorithm to find the same one in the neighboring indices. After that, the technique of processing the similar indices is to exploit state codebook for recording of the closest codewords of these similar indices.
Hence, for generating the compression codes and recovering the original index, the index-based state codebook look-up procedure will be performed. Besides, to further reduce the bit rate, our scheme 2 excludes the repetitive indices from the search path. Our experiments prove the scheme 2 indeed present better performance than both of the SOC scheme and our scheme 1. Comparing to the traditional memoryless VQ system and the SOC algorithm, both our proposed schemes truly achieve the goal of reducing the bit rate indeed. 
